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PREFACE
This book is intended to make the new-comers (students) to the Department of

Computer Science (UG), who does not have the ideas regarding the basics of the

Computer and its terminologies. It can also help the students from computer backdrop, to

make a review regarding IT terminologies and concepts. Already 3 Volumes has been

launched during 2012-15.

The thought of publishing this book arises as a sparkle to make the Student’s

Assignments, in an organized manner. I had an idea that, if the topics given to the students

to prepare their Assignments are non-repetitive, then they may do it without copying

others’ content. Then, I thought why not we club it together in the form of a book, which

will help other students also. That is how this book got emerged. This is 4th Volume for the

academic year 2015-16 with some other useful contents to make the students very well

equipped in the foundation level especially for the students who come into the area of

Autonomous.

The copy of this book will be maintained in the Department Library and also the

e-content of this has been posted in our college website. I hereby deliver my heartfelt

thanks to the most respected Correspondent Sir, the honorable Principal Sir, and the

beloved H.O.D. (CS) Prof .P.Ramesh sir, who gave me the freedom, to conduct an activity

of this kind. I thank my colleagues and my senior facultymembers who have given me a

moral support. I also thank my dear students for their co-operation. I hereby assure that the

Department of Computer Science (UG) will always find ways for the betterment of the

students.

Thanking You,

INFO- GALLERY IN-CHARGE

( R.Sundar Raj)
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Two mainways of ways in which Adware can get onto your computer

Via freeware or shareware: Adware can be included within some
freeware or shareware programs-as a legitimate way of generating
advertising revenues that help to fund the development and of the
freeware or shareware program.
Infected websites: A visit to an infected website can result in
unauthorized installation of Adware on your machine. Hacker
technologies are often used. For instance, your computer can be
penetrated via browser vulnerability, and Trojans that are designed for
stealthy installation can be used. Adware programs that work in this way
are often called Browser Hijackers.

Anti-Adware

Anti-adware refers to any software utility that scans your system and
removes adware, spyware, key loggers, Trojans, and other malicious code from
your computer. Some of these programs are undetectable to anti-virus software
and many users now use an anti-adware utility in addition to anti-virus software
to protect their system.

Difference Between Spywares, Malwares, Adwares &Trojan

Spywaresare the programs which are used to monitor/Log the activity
performed on a computer. These are used to spy on someone either for
legal or illegal purpose.

Example: Key logger applications.

Malwares are the program with malicious intention. It can be damaging
your computer, spying on you or any other malicious task
Adwares are the programs which delivers ads to your computer
(generally in POP-UP’s form). They consume your network.

Trojan is a program which is used to gain access to a computer by
installing a program on infected PC to open some backdoor.
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Versions

AGP and PCI: 32-bit buses operating at 66 and 33 MHz respectively

Specification Voltage Clock SpeedTransfers/clock Rate (MB/s)

PCI 3.3/5 V 33 MHz — 1 133

PCI 2.1 3.3/5 V 33/66 MHz — 1 266

AGP 1.0 3.3 V 66 MHz 1× 1 266

AGP 1.0 3.3 V 66 MHz 2× 2 533

AGP 2.0 1.5 V 66 MHz 4× 4 1066

AGP 3.0 0.8 V 66 MHz 8× 8 2133

AGP 3.5* 0.8 V 66 MHz 8× 8 2133

Power consumption

AGP power provisioning

Slot Type 3.3 V 5 V 12 V 3.3 V Aux 1.5 V 3.3 V 12 V Total power

AGP 6 A 2 A 1 A 0.375 mA 2 A - - 48.25 W

AGP Pro110 7.6 A 9.2 A 50 to 110 W

AGP Pro50 7.6 A 4.17 A 25 to 50 W

Legacy use
By 2010 few new motherboards had AGP slots. No new motherboard

chipsets were equipped with AGP support, but motherboards continued to be
produced with older chipsets with support for AGP.

Graphics processors of this period use PCI-Express, a general-purpose (not
restricted to graphics) standard that supports higher data transfer rates and full-
duplex.
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API can also be related to a software framework. The overall program flow
of control can be out of the control of the caller, and in the hands off the
framework inversion of the control or a similar mechanism.

API In Design

API’s proposed the concept of information hiding in 1972. Principle of

information hiding is that one may divide software into modules, each of
which has a specified interface.
Software architecture is dedicated to creating and maintaining high level
software structures which typically include modules.
API are designed in the real world, one must also understand the structures
of software engineering organization.

API in Documentation

Professional-level documentation for an API should strive to include the following
parts:

Reference documentation:
A description of the function and objects in the API

Overview and concepts:
A narrative description of the different parts of the API and how
they interact. Major frame works in the API, such as its GUI,
network and file system frameworks should have their own
separate section.

SDK tools documentation:
Documents that describe how to install and use build, compile, and
deploy tools

License information:
Documents that describe the API license
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06. BATCH FILE

Meaning

A batch file is a kind of script file in DOS, OS/2 and Windows. It consists of
a series of commands to be executed by the command line interpreter stored in
a plain text file. A batch file may contain any command the interpreter accepts
interactively and use constructs that enable conditional branching and looping
within the batch file, such as "if", "for", "go to" and label similar to Job Control
Language (JCL) and other systems on mainframe and minicomputer systems, batch
files were added to ease the work required for certain regular tasks by allowing the
user to set up a script to automate them. When a batch file is run, the shell program
(usually COMMAND.COM or cmd.exe) reads the file and executes its commands,
normally line-by-line.

Unix-like operating systems (such as Linux) have a similar but more
flexible type of file called a shell script. The filename extension .bat is used in
DOS and Windows. Windows NT and OS/2 also added .cmd. Batch files for other
environments may have different extensions,
e.g. .btm in 4DOS, 4OS2 and 4NT related shells. The detailed handling of batch
files has changed. Some of the detail in this article applies to all batch files while
other details apply only to certain versions.

DOS

In MS-DOS, a batch file can be started from the command line by typing its
name followed by any required parameters and pressing the "enter" key. When
MS-DOS loads, the fileAUTOEXEC.BAT is automatically executed. So any
commands that need to be run to set up the MS-DOS environment for use could be
placed in this file. Computer users would have the autoexec file set up the system
date and time, initialize the MS-DOS environment, load any resident programs or
device drivers, or initialize network connections and assignments.

In MS-DOS the extension ".bat" identified a file containing commands
which could be executed by the command interpreter COMMAND.COM line by
line as if it was a list of commands to be entered, with some extra batch-file-
specific commands for basic programming functionality, including a GOTO
command for changing flow of line execution.
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Early windows

Microsoft Windows was introduced in 1985 as a GUI-based alternative to
text-based operating systems and was designed to run on MS-DOS. In order to
start it, the win command was used, which could be added to the end of
the AUTOEXEC.BAT file to allow automatic loading of Windows. In the earlier
versions, one could run a .bat type file from Windows in the MS-DOS
Prompt. Windows 3.1x and earlier, as well as Windows 9x invoked
COMMAND.COM to run batch files.

OS/2

The IBM OS/2 operating system supported DOS-style batch files. It also
included a version of REXX, which was a more advanced batch-file scripting
language. IBM and Microsoft started developing this system, but during the
construction of it broke up after a dispute; as a result of this, IBM referred to their
MS-DOS-like console shell without mention of Microsoft, naming it just DOS,
although this seemingly made no difference with regard to the way batch files
worked from COMMAND.COM. OS/2's batch file interpreter also supports an
EXTPROC command. This passes the batch file to the program named on the
EXTPROC file as a data file. The named program can be a script file.

Windows NT

Unlike Windows 9x and earlier, the Windows NT family of operating
systems does not depend on MS-DOS. Windows NT introduced an enhanced 32-
bit command interpreter (cmd.exe) which could execute scripts with either the
.CMD or .BAT extension. Cmd.exe added additional commands, and implemented
existing ones in a slightly different way, so that the same batch file (with different
extension) might work differently with cmd.exe and COMMAND.COM. In most
cases, operation is identical if the few unsupported commands are not used.
Cmd.exe's extensions to COMMAND.COM can be disabled for compatibility.
Microsoft released a version of cmd.exe for Windows 9x and ME called
WIN95CMD to allow users of older versions of Windows to use certain cmd.exe-
style batch files.

As of Windows 8, cmd.exe is the normal command interpreter for batch
files; the older COMMAND.COM can be run from within a cmd.exe window in
32-bit versions of Windows able to run 16-bit programs.
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Advantages of blind carbon copy

1. To send an email to the second person without the first person knowing
2. Sending through a Mailing List or Newsletter
3. Protecting the second person by not sharing their email address to the first

Person

Benefits

There are a number of reasons for using this feature:

• Bcc is often used to prevent an accidental "Reply All" from sending a reply
intended for only the originator of the message to the entire recipient list.

• To send a copy of one's correspondence to a third party (for example, a
colleague) when one does not want to let the recipient know that this is
being done (or when one does not want the recipient to know the third
party's e-mail address, assuming the other recipient is in the To: or Cc:
fields).

• To send a message to multiple parties with none of them knowing the other
recipients. This can be accomplished by addressing a message to oneself and
filling in the actual intended recipients in the Bcc: field. However, this does
not ensure that the Bcc: addresses will be hidden from other Bcc: addresses
in all implementations.

• To prevent the spread of computer viruses, spam, and malware by avoiding
the accumulation of block-list e-mail addresses available to all Bcc:
recipients, which often occurs in the form of chain letters.

Disadvantages of blind carbon copy

In some cases, use of Blind Carbon Copy may be viewed as mildly
unethical. The original addressee of the mail (To: address) is left under the
impression that communication is proceeding between the known parties, and is
knowingly kept unaware of others participating in the primary communication. A
related risk is that by (unintentional) use of 'reply to all' functionality by someone
on Bcc, the original addressee is (inadvertently) madeaware of this participation.
For this reason, it is in some cases better to separately forward the original e-mail.
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Media features

Video thumbnail Preview– where, by hovering over a video thumbnail, the
video automatically starts playing.
Advanced filters or advanced (query) operators– allow users to refine search
results based on properties such as image size, aspect ratio, color or black
and white, photo or illustration, and facial features recognition
Video search with adjustable setting for length, screen size, resolution, and
source

Integration with Hotmail

With Hotmail’s "Quick Add" feature, users can insert derivatives of Bing
search results such as restaurant reviews, movie times, images, videos, and
maps directly into their e-mail messages.

Integration with Facebook

Bing's search results can display one's Facebook friends when a Facebook
account is linked with Bing via Facebook Connect.
Users have the option to send messages to their friends in the search results.
As part of the changes announced May 10, 2012 the "sidebar" column of the
new  three-column search results display will include recommendations from
Facebook and the ability to interact with others from the same page.
For the previous year, search results had included Facebook
recommendations using the "like" button, but most users did not want this;
the new display makes this feature separate from search results in general.

Integration with Apple

Apple's search results have now been integrated with Bing's web search
engine.
On June 10, 2013, Apple announced that it will be dropping Google as its
web search engine and include Microsoft's Bing.
This feature is only integrated with ios 7 and higher and for users with an
iphone 4S or higher as the feature is only integrated with Siri, Apple's
personal assistant.
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money. New ways for fans to engage, on their terms. Ways to sustain the stuff we
share. The Internet promised us this much. And we promise to make good on it.
We believe in an Internet of options, not rules.

Bittorrent DNA

BiTorrent DNA is a disruptively effective content delivery technology. It
significantly reduces bandwidth costs for popular files while dramatically
improving the performance and scalability of websites. BitTorrent DNA enables
websites to seamlessly add the speed and efficiency of patented BitTorrent
technology to their current content delivery infrastructure, requiring no changes to
their current Content Delivery Network (CDN) or hardware in the origin
infrastructure.

Businesses can benefit from the efficiencies of peer-assisted content
delivery while improving the end-user experience.

The BitTorrent Certified program includes a Software Development Kit
(SDK) for consumer electronics manufacturers; ensuring compatibility between
consumer electronics products, and the BitTorrent ecosystem of services and
software. Compatible devices are eligible for the BitTorrent Certified logo
endorsement, which allows manufacturers to leverage the BitTorrent brand for
packaging and promotional materials.

Advantages of bittorrent:

Highly Efficient
Makes sharing easier
Prevents tampered or broken files from being shared
Ability to download and upload large files in a shorter amount of time
Free uploading and downloading

Disadvantages of bittorrent:

If the seeder leaves the swarm too early, no one is able to use the file
Seeder can only seed one or two files at a time
The computer's performance drops drastically while using the program
Old or unpopular files are hard to find
Torrent files are too flaky due to excessive popularity
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12. BLOG

A blog (a truncation of the expression weblog) is a discussion or
informational site published on the consisting of discrete entries ("posts") typically
displayed in reverse chronological order (the most recent post appears first). Until
2009, blogs were usually the work of a single individual occasionally of a small
group, and often covered a single subject. More recently "multi-author blogs"
(MABs) have developed, with posts written by large numbers of authors and
professionally edited. MABs and other media outlets, and similar institutions
account for an increasing quantity of blog traffic.

The rise of and other systems helps integrate MABs and single-author blogs
into societal new streams. Blog can also be used as a verb, meaning to maintain or
add content to a blog.

The emergence and growth of blogs in the late 1990s coincided with the
advent of web publishing tools that facilitated the posting of content by non-
technical users. Majority are interactive, allowing visitors to leave comments and
even message each other via on the blogs, and it is this interactivity that
distinguishes them from other static websites. In that sense, blogging can be seen
as a form of indeed, bloggers do not only produce content to post on their blogs,
but also build social relations with their readers and other bloggers. However, there
are high-readership blogs which do not allow comments.

Many blogs provide commentary on a particular subject; others function as
more personal; others function more as a part of a particular individual or
company. A typical blog combines text, images, and links to other blogs, and other
media related to its topic. The ability of readers to leave comments in an interactive
format is an important contribution to the popularity of many blogs. Most blogs are
primarily textual, although some focus on art, photographs videos or music and
audio is another type of blogging, featuring very short posts. In education, blogs
can be used as instructional resources.

On 16 February 2011, there were over 156 million public blogs in existence.
On 20 February 2014, there were around 172 and 75.8 million blogs in existence
worldwide. However, Blogger does not offer public statistics.
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13. BOOT DISK

A boot disk is removable digital data storage medium from which one can
load and run a utility program. The computer must have a built-in program which
will load and execute a program from a boot disk meeting certain standards.

Uses of Boot disks

• Operating system installation
• Hardware or software troubleshooting
• Customizing an operating environment
• Software demonstration
• Administrative access in case of lost password is possible with an

appropriate boot disk with some operating systems
• Games
• While almost all modern computers can boot from a hard drive containing

the operating system and other software, they would not normally be called
boot disks are the most common forms of media used, but other media, such
as magnetic or paper tape drives, , and more recently  can be used. The
computer's must support booting from the device in question.

The process of booting

The term boot comes from the idea of lifting oneself by one's own the
computer contains a tiny program (bootstrap loader) which will load and run a
program found on a boot device. This program may itself be a small program
designed to load a larger and more capable program, i.e., the full operating system.
To enable booting without the requirement either for a device or to write to the
boot medium, it is usual for the boot program to use some system as a temporary
storage. As an example, any computer compatible with this is able with built-in
software to load the contents of the first 512 bytes of a floppy and to execute it if it
is a viable program; boot floppies have a very simple loader program in these
bytes. The process is vulnerable to abuse; data floppies could have a virus written
to their first sector which silently infects the host computer if switched on with the
disk in the drive.
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14. BUFFER

A buffer is a temporary holding area for data while it's waiting to be
transferred to another location. It is usually located in the RAM. The concept of the
buffer was developed in order to prevent data congestion from an incoming to an
outgoing port of transfer.

There are common uses for the buffer that help improve a device's overall
performance. Nearly all hard disks make use of a buffer to facilitate easy retrieval
of data. Any type of memory handling and data storage service will make use of
some sort of buffer as well.

Even the CPU's most basic tasks need to use buffers to operate in the form
of registers, where data like operands and operators are stored before they are
processed. When a user downloads a video or audio file, a certain percentage of the
downloaded file is placed in the buffer and then played. As the clip is played, the
device continuously downloads the file and places it in the buffer. Because of this,
there is less chance that the video or audio file will stall when network congestion
occurs, unless of course the download rate is so slow that the play speed catches up
with it. As another example, when printing a document, when the print command
is invoked by the system or the application, the print data is sent to the buffer and
is then transferred to the printer. From there, the printer accesses the information.
This frees the computer up to do other tasks while the print command is being
performed.

One disadvantage to this system is that any data in the buffer during device
failure is lost. A buffer is a data area shared by hardware devices or program
processes that operate at different speeds or with different sets of priorities. The
buffer allows each device or process to operate without being held up by the other.

In order for a buffer to be effective, the size of the buffer and the algorithms
for moving data into and out of the buffer need to be considered by the buffer
designer. Like, a buffer is a "midpoint holding place" but exists not so much to
accelerate the speed of an activity as to support the coordination of separate
activities.
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How Long Will Auto M anufacturers Include CD Players in Cars? Here’s a

Guess.

The death of the factory in-dash cassette player was a long one. Delco and
Motorola units first started appearing in new models in about 1970. The last new
model car to come with a factory cassette player was the 2010 Lexus SC430. For
most of that time, the in-dash cassette player co-existed with the factory CD player,
which was first included in the 1984 S-Class Mercedes. But ever since the cassette
player disappeared from new models, so has the CD playeras more and more
people prefer to plug their smart phones than lug around stacks of compact discs. It
wasn’t that long ago that many of us spent hours burning mix CDs just for the car.

My limit was six–maybe 75 songs–because I had a six-pack changer and once
loaded, I rarely bothered to swap out an old disc for a new one.

According to a survey of automotive experts, the factory CD player should
be gone by 2019. That’s just three years away. If you’re shopping for a new, you

may have encountered CD players as options. Some models–especially those
aimed at Millennial–don’t even offer a CD player because market research shows

that the majority of buyers for those vehicles will never use it.

Term Description

CD-R CD-Recordable. Write Once, Read Many. (WORM)

CD-RW CD-Rewritable. Write Many, Read Many.

ISO-9660
DOS compatible file system (8.3 character file names) for CD's.
Requires extensions like "Rock Ridge" to fully support UNIX/Linux

Rock Ridge
ISO-9660 extension to allow long file names, UNIX symlinks and file
protection (rwx). Windows readable.

Joliet
Microsoft extension to ISO-9660. Creates MS/Windows 95 like 8.3 file
names with translation to 64 character names.

Multisession
Allows adding/writing files at a later time. Session must be closed
before it is readable.

DAO
Burn entire audio CD at once in a single burn. It's the only way to avoid
delays between tracks
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to hide your email address from Web scrapers. The idea is to require users to
solve a CAPTCHA before showing your email address. A free and secure
implementation that uses CAPTCHAs to obfuscate an email address can be
found at
Online Polls- In November 1999, http://www.slashdot.org released an
online poll asking which was the best graduate school in computer science
As is the case with most online polls, IP addresses of voters were recorded in
order to prevent single users from voting more than once. However, students
at Carnegie Mellon found a way to stuff the ballots using programs that
voted for CMU thousands of times. CMU's score started growing rapidly.

The next day, students at MIT wrote their own program and the poll
became a contest between voting "bots." MIT finished with 21,156 votes,
Carnegie Mellon with 21,032 and every other school with less than 1,000.
Can the result of any online poll be trusted? Not unless the poll ensures that
only humans can vote.

Preventing Dictionary Attacks- CAPTCHAs can also be used to prevent
dictionary attacks in password systems. The idea is simple: prevent a
computer from being able to iterate through the entire space of passwords by
requiring it to solve a CAPTCHA after a certain number of unsuccessful
logins. This is better than the classic approach of locking an account after a
sequence of unsuccessful logins, since doing so allows an attacker to lock
accounts at will.
Search Engine Bots- It is sometimes desirable to keep web pages
unindexed to prevent others from finding them easily. There is an html tag to
prevent search engine bots from reading web pages. The tag, however,
doesn't guarantee that bots won't read a web page; it only serves to say "no
bots, please." Search engine bots, since they usually belong to large
companies, respect web pages that don't want to allow them in. However, in
order to truly guarantee that bots won't enter a web site, CAPTCHAs are
needed.
Worms and Spam- CAPTCHAs also offer a plausible solution against
email worms and spam: "I will only accept an email if I know there is a
human behind the other computer." A few companies are already marketing
this idea.
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18. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD)

Definition

CAD (computer-aided design) software is used by architects, engineers,
drafters, artists, and others to create precision drawings or technical illustrations.
CAD software can be used to create two-dimensional (2-D) drawings or three-
dimensional (3-D) models.

Computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing is software used to
design products such as electronic circuit boards in computers and other devices.

Computer-Aided Design is a leading international journal that provides
academia and industry with key papers on research and developments in the
application of computers to design.

Computer-Aided Design is a leading international journal that provides
academia and industry with key papers on research and developments in the
application of computers to design.

Computer-Aided Design invites papers reporting new research, as well as
novel or particularly significant applications, within a wide range of topics,
spanning all stages of design process from concept creation to manufacture and
beyond. Examples of relevant topics include but are not limited to:

Why CAD Software?

This technology makes product design more efficient by automating
processes that were once manual, such as traditional drafting. With 3D CAD,
designers can also do solid modeling, creating three-dimensional representations of
their products.

But CAD isn't just about convenience or bells and whistles.

Broadly speaking, CAD software helps you explore concept design ideas,
create product designs, carry out simulations and analyses, and perform
engineering calculations. In other words, CAD tools assist you with the
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19. CHARG
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21. CHIP SET

Introduction

A chipset is a group of integrated circuits (microchips) that can be used
together to serve a single function and are therefore manufactured and sold as a
unit. For example, one chipset might combine all the microchips needed to serve as
the communications controller between a processor and memory and other devices
in a compute.

In a computer system, a chipset is a set of electronic components in
an integrated circuit that manages the data flow between
the processor, memory and peripherals. It is usually found on the motherboard.
Chipsets are usually designed to work with a specific family of microprocessors.
Because it controls communications between the processor and external devices,
the chipset plays a crucial role in determining system performance.

Intel ICH7 Southbridge on Intel D945GCPE Desktop Board

Computer

In computing, the term Chipset commonly refers to a set of
specialized chips on a computer's motherboard or an expansion card. In personal
computers, the first chipset for the IBM PC AT of 1984 was the NEAT
chipset developed by Chip sandChipSandTechnologies for the INEL80286 CPU
Technologies for the Intel80286 CPU.

Move towards Processor Integration In Pcs

Traditionally in x86 computers, the processor's primary connection to the
rest of the machine is through the motherboard chipset's north bridge. The north
bridge is directly responsible for communications with high-speed devices (system
memory and primary expansion buses, such as PCI e, AGP and PCI cards, being
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22. CHARACTER LARGE OBJECT (CLOB)

A Character Large Object (or CLOB ) is a collection of character data
stored in a database usually stored in a separate location that is referenced in the
table itself. Database provide a construct explicitly named CLOB, and the majority
of other database systems support some form of the concept, often labeled as text,
memo or long character fields. Lobs usually have very high size-limits, of the order
of 2GB or more.

How to Dataset with Sql Server?

The Dataset contains the copy of the data we requested through the SQL
statement. We can use Dataset in combination with SqlDataAdapter class . The
SqlDataAdapter object allows us to populate in a Dataset. We can use Fill method
in the SqlDataAdapter for populating data in a Dataset.

Search Tables in a Dataset Sql Server

The DataSet contains DataTableCollection and their DataRelationCollection.
The DataTableCollection contains zero or more objects. The Dataset may
comprise data for one or more members, corresponding to the number of rows. The
SqlDataAdapter object allows us to populate DataTables in a DataSet.
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CLOB Data Type - Conversion Details

In Oracle, you can specify a string literal in SQL INSERT statement to insert
data into a CLOB column. You can also insert an empty value using
EMPTY_CLOB() function, and you can insert NULL.

BLOBs and CLOBs

Caché SQL supports the ability to store
BLOBs (Binary Large Objects) and CLOBs
(Character Large Objects) within the database.
BLOBs are used to store binary information,
such as images, while CLOBs are used to store
character information.

BLOBs and CLOBs can store up to 4
Gigabytes of data (the limit imposed by the
JDBC and ODBC specifications).

The operation of the Blobs and CLOBs
is identical in every respect except how they
handle character encoding conversion (such as Unicode to multiyear) when
accessed.

Overview of CLOB

CLOB (Character Large Object) is a large collection of character data stored in
a database table. Different database servers handles CLOB differently. But there
are some common characteristics like:

CLOB stores character data, which requires a specific encoding schema. For
regular ASCII characters, the database default encoding schema is fine. So
you  don't need to worry.
CLOB data is usually large. Many database servers offer very high
maximum sizes like 4 GB.
Operations on CLOB data is usually restricted. For example, LIKE may not
be used on CLOB data.
CLOB data is usually not directly stored inside the table. It is stored in
different storage areas and its reference address is stored inside the table.
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23. CLOCK CYCLE

Definition
The speed of a computer processor, or CPU, is determined by the clock

cycle, which is the amount of time between two pulses of an oscillator. Generally
speaking, the higher number of pulses per second, the faster the computer
processor will be able to process information. The clock speed is measured in Hz,
typically either megahertz (MHz) or gigahertz (GHz).

For example, a 4GHz processor performs 4,000,000,000 clock cycles per
second. Computer processors can execute one or more instructions per clock cycle,
depending on the type of processor. Early computer processors and slower
processors can only execute one instruction per clock cycle, but faster, more
advanced processors can execute multiple instructions per clock cycle, processing
data more efficiently.

Machine Cycle
The steps performed by the computer processor for each machine language

instruction received. The machine cycle is a 4 process cycle that includes reading
and interpreting the machine language, executing the code and then storing that
code.

Instruction Cycle
An instruction cycle (sometimes called fetch-decode-execute cycle) is the

basic operation cycle of a computer. It is the process by which a computer retrieves
a from its determines what actions the instruction requires, and carries out those
actions. This cycle is repeated continuously by the CPU, from to when the
computer is shut down.
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In simpler CPUs, the instruction cycle is executed sequentially: each
instruction is completely processed before the next one is started. In most modern
CPUs, the instruction cycle is instead executed in, as: the next instruction starts
being processed before the previous instruction is finished, which is possible
because the cycle is broken up into separate steps.

Clock Speed

It is also called clock rate, the speed at which. Every machine contains an
internal clock that regulates the rate at which instructions are executed and
synchronizes all the various computer components. It requires a fixed number of
(or clock cycles) to execute each instruction. The faster the clock, the more
instructions the CPU can execute per second. Clock speeds are expressed in
megahertz or gigahertz.

The internal of a CPU has as much to do with a CPU's performance as the
clock speed, so two CPUs with the same clock speed will not necessarily perform
equally.

Whereas an Intel 80286 microprocessor requires 20 cycles to multiply two
numbers, an Intel 80486 or later can perform the same calculation in a single clock
tick. (Note that clock tick here refers to the system's clock, which runs at 66 MHz
for all PCs.) These newer processors, therefore, would be 20 times faster than the
older processors even if their clock speeds were the same. In addition, some
microprocessors are which means that they can execute more than one instruction
per clock cycle.
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24. CLONE SOFTWARE
Definition of Cloning Software

Clone Software that copies the entire hard disk to another hard disk or to
another computer via direct cable or the network. Cloning is used to back up the
computer for a future system restore and to provide to interim storage for replacing
the hard disk.

Drive Copy

Advantages:

It’s also used to make a master copy of computer configuration for quick

installations on new machines.
The cloned disk is copied verbatim (cloned again) to the new computer
much quicker than installing the OS and applications individually.
See image file, reimaging, hosting server and clone. Clone is an easy to use
file backup utility. “Clone software – fast, easy, full hard disk backup
software”.
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Clone can be configured to carry out auto mated backups of our critical data.
Once we have configured clone we need to take no further action to ensure
all our important data is backed up.

How it works?

Main features backup files and directories to a defined location-as many as
we like use the data and time, file size or archive attribute to determine if a file
should be copied synchronize directories Run as a standard windows utility or as a
screen saver mode we can run our favorite screen saver as will backup to any
media (including CD-RAW) that can be mapped to windows drive or UNC path
use file filters to specify the type of the files we want to copy.

Working plan

Clone does not use any proprietary format for storing our files, we won’t

even need a copy of clone to restore our files, and windows explorer will do the
job.

It’s all carried out automatically. Clone copies files from one location to

another. Our file are copied “as is” making it very simple to recover after an

unforeseen loss of data.

Common uses

Reboot and restore
Provisioning new computer
Hard drive upgrade
Full system backup
System recovery
Transfer to another user
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25. CLOUD COMPUTING

Origin of the term

The origin of the term cloud computing is unclear. The word "cloud" is
commonly used in science to describe a large agglomeration of objects that
visually appear from a distance as a cloud and describes any set of things whose
details are not inspected further in a given context. Another explanation is that the
old programs that drew network schematics surrounded the icons for servers with a
circle, and a cluster of servers in a network diagram had several overlapping
circles, which resembled a cloud.

Similar Concepts

Cloud computing is the result of the evolution and adoption of existing
technologies and paradigms. The goal of cloud computing is to allow users to take
beneath from all of these technologies, without the need for deep knowledge about
or expertise with each one of them. The cloud aims to cut costs, and helps the users
focus on their core business instead of being impeded by IT obstacles.

Characteristics

Cloud computing shares characteristics with:

Client–server model— Client–server computing refers broadly to any
distributed application that distinguishes between service providers (servers)
and service requestors (clients).
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Grid computing — "A form of distributed and parallel computing, whereby
a 'super and virtual computer' is composed of a cluster of networked, loosely
coupled computers acting in concert to perform very large tasks."
Mainframe computer — Powerful computers used mainly by large
organizations for critical applications, typically bulk data processing such as:
census; industry and consumer statistics; police and secret intelligence
services; enterprise resource planning; and financial transaction processing.
Utility computing — The "packaging of computing resources, such as
computation and storage, as a metered service similar to a traditional public
utility, such as electricity."
Peer-to-Peer— A distributed architecture without the need for central
coordination. Participants are both suppliers and consumers of resources (in
contrast to the traditional client–server model).

Infrastructure As A Service (IAAS)

In the most basic cloud-service
model - and according to the IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force) -
providers of Bias offer computers–

physical or (more often) virtual
machines– and other resources. Iasi
refers to online services that abstract
user from the detail of infrastructure
like physical computing resources,
location, data partitioning, scaling,
security, backup etc.

Cloud Clients

User’s access cloud computing using networked client devices, such as

desktop computers, laptops, tablets and smart phones and any Ethernet enabled
device such as Home Automation Gadgets. Some of these devices– cloud clients–
rely on cloud computing for all or a majority of their applications so as to be
essentially useless without it.
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26. CLUSTER
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27. COMPUTER DAEMON

In computer a daemon or is that runs as a, rather than being under the direct
control of an interactive user. Traditionally daemon names end with the letter d.
For example, is the daemon that implements the system logging facility, and is a
daemon that services incoming connections.

In a environment, the of a daemon is often, but not always, the process. A
daemon is usually either created by a process a child process and then immediately
exiting, thus causing init to adopt the child process, or by the init process directly
launching the daemon. In addition, a daemon launched by forking and exiting
typically must perform other operations, such as dissociating the process from any
controlling. Such procedures are often implemented in various convenience
routines such as daemon in UNIX.

Systems often start daemons at time and serve the function of responding to
network requests, hardware activity, or other programs by performing some task.
Daemons can also configure hardware like on some system, run scheduled tasks
like, and perform a variety of other tasks.

Terminology

The term was coined by the programmers of. They took the name from, an
imaginary being from a thought experiment that constantly works in the
background, sorting molecules. Systems inherited this terminology. Maxwell's
Demon is consistent with Greek mythology's interpretation of a as a supernatural
being working in the background, with no particular bias towards good or evil.
However, and some of its derivatives have adopted a as their rather than a Greek
daemon. The word daemon is an alternative spelling of demon, and is pronounced.
In the context of computer software, the original pronunciation has drifted to for
some speakers.

Creation

In a strictly technical sense, a Unix-like system process is a daemon when its
parent process terminates and the daemon is assigned the process (process number
1) as its parent process and has no controlling terminal. However, more commonly,
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a daemon may be any background process, whether a child of the init process or
not.

On a Unix-like system, the common method for a process to become a
daemon, when the process is started from the or from a startup script such as an
script or a  script, involves:

• Dissociating from the controlling
• Becoming a session leader
• Becoming a  leader
• Executing as a by and (once or twice). This is required sometimes for the

process to become a session leader. It also allows the parent process to
continue its normal execution.

• Setting the (/) as the current so that the process does not keep any directory
in use that may be on a mounted file system (allowing it to be unmounted).

• Changing the  to 0 to allow open(), create(), and other operating system calls
to provide their own permission masks and not to depend on the umask of
the caller

• Closing all inherited files at the time of execution that are left open by the
parent process, including  0, 1 and 2 for the  (,and). Required files will be
opened later.

• Using a, the, or  as
If the process is started by a daemon, such or, the super-server daemon will

perform those functions for the process (except for old-style daemons not
converted to run under system and specified as Type=forkingand "multi-threaded"
datagram servers under indented.
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Head switch time
Additional time required to electrically switch from one head to
another and begin reading; only applies to multi-head drive and is
about 1 to 2 ms.

Cylinder switch time
Additional time required to move to the first track of the next cylinder
and begin reading; the name cylinder is used because typically all the
tracks of a drive with more than one head or data surface are read
before moving the actuator. This time is typically about twice the
track-to-track seek time. As of 2001, it was about 2 to 3 ms.

As of 2010, a typical 7200 RPM desktop HDD has a "disk-to-buffer" data
transfer rate up to 1030 Mbit/s. This rate depends on the track location, so it
will be higher on the outer zones (where there are more data sectors per
track) and lower on the inner zones (where there are fewer data sectors per
track); and is generally somewhat higher for 10,000 RPM drives.
Floppy disk drives have sustained "disk-to-buffer" data transfer rates that are
one or two orders of magnitude lower than that of HDDs.
The sustained "disk-to-buffer" data transfer rates varies amongst families of
Optical disk drives with the slowest 1x CDs at 1.23 Mbit/s floppy-like while
a high performance 12x Blue-ray disc drive at 432 Mbit/s approaches the
performance of HDDs.

Effect of file system

Transfer rate can be influenced by file system fragmentation and the layout
of the files. Defragmentation is a procedure used to minimize delay in retrieving
data by moving related items to physically proximate areas on the disk.

Effect of areal density

HDD data transfer rate depends upon the rotational speed of the disks and
the data recording density. Because heat and vibration limit rotational speed,
increasing density has become the main method to improve sequential transfer
rates. Area l density (the number of bits that can be stored in a certain area of the
disk) has been increased over time by increasing both the number of tracks across
the disk, and the number of sectors per track.
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29. DATA TYPE
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May also have a small number of predefined subtypes (such as short and long in
C/C++); or allow users to freely define subranges such as 1..12

(e.g. Pascal/Ada).

Floating point data types, sometimes misleadingly called reals, contain
fractional values. They usually have predefined limits on both their
maximum values and their precision. These are often represented as decimal
numbers.
Fixed point data types are convenient for representing monetary values.
They are often implemented internally as integers, leading to predefined
limits.

II. Composite types

Composite types are derived from more than one primitive type. This can be
done in a number of ways. The ways they are combined are called data structures.
Composing a primitive type into a compound type generally results in a new type,
e.g. array-of-integer is a different type to integer.

III. Enumerations

The enumerated type. This has values which are different from each other, and
which can be compared and assigned, but which do not necessarily have any
particular concrete representation in the computer's memory; compilers and
interpreters can represent them arbitrarily. For example, the four suits in a deck of
playing cards may be four enumerators named CLUB, DIAMOND,HEART,
SPADE.

IV. Abstract data types

Any type that does not specify an implementation is an abstract data type.
For instance, a stack   can be implemented as an array   memory containing , or as
a linked list. Abstract types can be handled by code that does not know or "care"
what underlying types are contained in them. Programming that is agnostic about
concrete data types is called generic programming.
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31. DIAL-UP CONNECTION

Definition

A dial-up connection uses a standard phone line and analog modem to
access the Internet at data transfer rates (DTR) of up to 56 Kbps. A dial-up
connection is a connection from an end user to an Internet service provider (ISP)
that can be created over a conventional telephone line without any special
arrangement with the telecommunications carrier.

Dial-up Internet access is a form of Internet access thatuses the facilities of
the public switched telephone network (PSTN) to establish a connection to an
Internet service provider (ISP) by dialing a telephone number on a conventional
telephone line.

Many remote areas depend on Internet dial-up connections because
broadband and cable are rare in remote areas with low population numbers. ISPs
often provide free dial-up connections, a viable alternative for budget-conscious
subscribers.

Leased Line

A leased line is a private bidirectional or symmetric telecommunications line
between two or more locations provided in exchange for a monthly rent.
Sometimes known as a private circuit or data line in the UK.A leased line is a
dedicated, fixed-bandwidth, symmetric data connection.

A leased line is a telephone line that has been leased for private use. In some
contexts, it's called a dedicated line. A leased line is usually contrasted with a
switched line or dial-up line.

Used to provide point-to-point dedicated network connectivity.
Analog leased line can provide maximum bandwidth of 9.6 Kbps.
Digital leased lines can provide bandwidths :
64 Kbps, 2 Mbps (E1), 8 Mbps (E2), 34 Mbps (E3) ...
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Application modal

Modal dialog boxes temporarily halt the program: the user cannot continue
without closing the dialog; the program may require some additional information
before it can continue, or may simply wish to confirm that the user wants to
proceed with a potentially dangerous course of action (confirmation dialog box).
Usability practitioners generally regard modal dialogs as bad design-solutions,
since they are prone to produce mode errors. Dangerous actions should be
undoable wherever possible; a modal alert dialog that appears unexpectedly or
which is dismissed automatically (because the user has developed a habit) will not
protect from the dangerous action. A modal dialog interrupts the main workflow.
This effect has either been sought by the developer because it focuses on the
completion of the task at hand or rejected because it prevents the user from
changing to a different task when needed.

Document modal

The concept of a document modal dialog has recently been used, most
notably in OS X and Opera Browser. In the first case, they are shown as sheets
attached to a parent window. These dialogs block only that window until the user
dismisses the dialog, permitting work in other windows to continue, even within
the same application. In OS X, dialogs appear to emanate from a slot in their parent
window, and are shown with a reinforcing animation. This helps to let the user
understand that the dialog is attached to the parent window, not just shown in front
of it.

Both mechanisms have shortcomings

The Windows dialog box locks the parent window which can hide other
windows the user may need to refer to while interacting with the dialog,
though this may be mitigated since other windows are available through the
task bar.
The OS X dialog box blocks the parent window, preventing the user from
referring to it while interacting with the dialog. This may require the user to
close the dialog to access the necessary information, and then re-open the
dialog box to continue.
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such as the RSA function, or in the case of the Rabin signature scheme, computing
square modulo compositen. A trapdoor permutation family is a family of
permutations, specified by a parameter.

That is easy to compute in the forward direction, but is difficult to compute
in the reverse direction without already knowing the private key ("trapdoor").
Trapdoor permutations can be used for digital signature schemes, where computing
the reverse direction with the secret key is required for signing, and computing the
forward direction is used to verify signatures.

Applications of Digital Signatures

As organizations move away from paper documents with ink signatures or
authenticity stamps, digital signatures can provide added assurances of the
evidence to provenance, identity, and status of an electronic document as well as
acknowledging informed consent and approval by a signatory. The United States
Government Printing Office (GPO) publishes electronic versions of the budget,
public and private laws, and congressional bills with digital signatures.
Universities including Penn State, University of Chicago, and Stanford are
publishing electronic student transcripts with digital signatures.

Authentication

Although messages may often include information about the entity sending a
message, that information may not be accurate. Digital signatures can be used to
authenticate the source of messages. When ownership of a digital signature secret
key is bound to a specific user, a valid signature shows that the message was sent
by that user.  The importance of high confidence in sender authenticity is
especially obvious in a financial context.

Integrity

In many scenarios, the sender and receiver of a message may have a need for
confidence that the message has not been altered during transmission. Although
encryption hides the contents of a message, it may be possible to change an
encrypted message without understanding it.
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HAL(Hardware Abstraction layer) device: For devices supporting
hardware acceleration.
Reference device:Simulates new functions not yet available in hardware. It
is necessary to install the Direct3D SDK to use this device type.
Null reference device:Does nothing. This device is used when the SDK is
not installed and a reference device is requested.
Pluggable software device:Performs software rendering. This  device  was
introduced with DirectX 9.0

Moreover, devices contain a collection of resources; specific data used
during rendering. Each resource has four attributes:

Type

Determines the type of resource: surface, volume, texture, cube texture,
volume texture, surface texture, index buffer or vertex buffer.

POOL

Describes how the resource is managed by the runtime and where it is
stored. In the Default pool the resource will exist only in device memory.
Resources in the managed pool will be stored in system memory, and will be sent
to the device when required. Resources in system memorypool will only exist in
system memory.

Format

Describes the layout of the resource data in memory. For example,
D3DFMT_R8G8B8 format value means a 24 bits colourdepth (8 bits for red, 8
bits for green and 8 bits for blue).

Usage

Describes, with a collection offlag bits, how the resource will be used by the
application. These flags dictate which resources are used in dynamic or static
access patterns. Static resource values don’t change after being loaded, whereas

dynamic resource values may be modified.
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the CPU, but renders the CPU inactive for relatively long periods of time. The
mode is also called"Block Transfer Mode" .

• Cycle stealing mode

The cycle stealing mode is used in systems in which the CPU should not be
disabled for the length of time needed for burst transfer modes. In the cycle
stealing mode, the DMA controller obtains access to the system bus the same way
as in burst mode, usingBR (Bus Request)and BG (Bus Grant) signals, which
are the two signals controlling the interface between the CPU and the DMA
controller.

However, in cycle stealing mode, after one byte of data transfer, the control
of the system bus is de-asserted to the CPU via BG. It is then continually requested
again via BR, transferring one byte of data per request, until the entire block of
data has been transferred. By continually obtaining and releasing the control of the
system bus, the DMA controller essentially interleaves instruction and data
transfers.

The CPU processes an instruction, then the DMA controller transfers one
data value, and so on. On the one hand, the data block is not transferred as quickly
in cycle stealing mode as in burst mode, but on the other hand the CPU is not idled
for as long as in burst mode. Cycle stealing mode is useful for controllers that
monitor data in real time.

• Transparent mode

The transparent mode takes the most time to transfer a block of data, yet it is
also the most efficient mode in terms of overall system performance. The DMA
controller only transfers data when the CPU is performing operations that do not
use the system buses.

It is the primary advantage of the transparent mode that the CPU never stops
executing its programs and the DMA transfer is free in terms of time.

The disadvantage of the transparent mode is that the hardware needs to
determine when the CPU is not using the system buses, which can be complex.
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Small peripheral applications

A Chrome cast plugged into the HDMI port of a TV. The wire attached to
the other end is the USB power supply. Small devices that plug into other
equipment to add functionality are often referred to as dongles. for example the
infrared remote control adapters available for smart phones, or digital media
players such as Chrome cast MHL.

A dongle enables adaptation to legacy standards such as HDMI via
conversion circuitry contained in the dongle itself. MHL dongles often allow USB
connections and/or device charging as well.

Dongle used in Different Fields

• Very short cables that connect relatively large jacks to smaller plugs
allowing cables to be easily installed and removed from equipment with
limited space available for connectors.

• Smartphone (portable CD players before 2000)
• PersCassette adapters enable cassette-radios to allow AUX in, like with

iPod/MP3 playeronal FM transmitters allow content from a portable media
player, portable CD player, Smartphone, portable cassette player, or other
portable audio system to be heard on an FM radio.

• IDE/PATA connectivity can be re-channeled with some dongles:
• Floppy disk drives have been emulated on solid-state "dongles" to ensure

legacy recognition, allowing SD cards to serve software to old Commodore
64 and AppleII era computers.

• Allows SD cards to be recognized as "hard drives" on old DOS computers
• Can be used in many video games.
• USB host connectivity grants more flexibility to computer-based devices

• Older cars that "externalized" their CD players and changers from the head
unit can now use "emulators" that allow USB and SD cards with MP3s and
other audio files to be recognized as "tracks" to the CD control unit circuitry.

• The alternative term 'Pig-tail' is favored by some in the IT industry, due to
the appearance of a full-sized connection element, with a short, thin wire
extending, somewhat reminiscent of the rear of porcine animals.
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38. EMOTICON

By plenty of measures, 2015 has been a banner year for emojis or emoticons.
A Welsh professor declared them the fastest growing language in the UK. The
New York Times used one in a headline, and a grid of them graced the cover of
The New Yorker. To cap it all, last month the Oxford Dictionaries declared the
tears-of-joy emoji the “word” of the year.

It now feels hard to imagine online communication without emojis, even if
their explosion in popularity among English speakers only dates to October 2011,
when Apple’s iOS 5 update bestowed the little icons upon millions of iPhones.

(Gmail launched emoji support several years earlier, as did a number of third-party
emoji apps, but neither of these developments paved the way for their mainstream
adoption in the way that putting them on the iPhone’s virtual keyboard did.)

The very first emojis appeared on a handset sold by the company J-Phone
(now Softbank) in 1997, but high prices kept it out of the hands of average citizens.
The direct ancestors of the emoji we know and use today debuted in Japan in 1999.

“The emoji boom is over here in Japan,” says Shigetaka Kurita, the man

widely credited withcreating the adorable little runes. “They’re still around,

they’re still pervasive, but they aren’t a fad anymore,” he says in his Tokyo office.

He ventures that when Obama mentioned emojis on the White House lawn.

Understanding the rise and fall of emojis in their homeland requires a little
history. When Japanese telecom leader DoCoMo introduced proto-emojis in 1999,
they were a core feature of the company’s i-mode service, the nation’s first to bring

the internet to mobile phones. In comparison to modern standards, the crude dot-
matrix designs are something like digital versions of the primitive single-celled
organisms that once emerged from the primordial ooze.

Emojis help to add nuance to quick fire messaging Emojis were such a
phenomenon, in fact, that they nearly sank the Japanese launch of the iPhone in
2008. A collection of the new emoji, made by Emojipedia. By the time Google and
Apple began “localising” the emoji for use on Western computers and phones a

decade later, display technology had leapfrogged the old screens upon which
Kurita’s first emojis dwelled.
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39. ENCAPSULATED POST SCRIPT (EPS)

Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) is a DSC-conforming PostScript document
with additional restrictions which is intended to be usable as a graphics file format.
In other words, EPS files are more-or-less self-contained, reasonably predictable
PostScript documents that describe an image or drawing and can be placed within
another PostScript document. Simply, an EPS file is a PostScript program, saved as
a single file that includes a low-resolution preview "encapsulated" inside of it,
allowing some programs to display a preview on the screen. At minimum, an EPS
file contains a Bounding Box DSC comment, describing the rectangle containing
the image described by the EPS file. Applications can use this information to lay
out the page, even if they are unable to directly render the PostScript inside.EPS,
together with DSC's Open Structuring Conventions, form the basis of early
versions of the Adobe Illustrator Artwork file format.

Identification

There are different ways in which EPS previews are handled, there is no one
way to identify an EPS file. A Windows-format EPS file containing a TIFF or
WMF preview must start with the four bytes containing, in hexadecimal, C5 D0
D3 C6. These bytes comprise the first four bytes of a 30-byte header, whose
remaining fields are six unsigned 32-bit integers and a 16-bit checksum. (Often
two zero bytes follow the header.) EPS files having "DOS" WMF or TIFF
previews are widespread on all platforms. In all other cases an EPS file must start
with a line where a, b, c and d are all single digit numbers. A Mac-format EPS file
is accompanied by a resource fork. The preview is a PICT resource with ID 256.
An EPS file on the Mac is expected to have a file type code of "EPSF", whether or
not it has a preview. An EPSI file will contain a line starting in the DSC prolog. In
many cases they are not present at all.

Previews in Eps

EPS files also frequently include a preview picture of the content, for on-
screen display. The idea is to allow a simple preview of the final output in any
application that can draw a bitmap.
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42. FLAT FILE
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Terminology

"Flat file database" may be defined very narrowly, or more broadly. The
narrower interpretation is correct in database; the broader covers the term as
generally used.

Strictly, a flat file database should consist of nothing but data and, if records
vary in length, delimiters. More broadly, the term refers to any database which
exists in a single file in the form of rows and columns, with no relationships or
links between records and fields except the table structure. Terms used to describe
different aspects of a database and its tools differ from one implementation to the
next, but the concepts remain the same.

FileMaker uses the term "Find", while MySQL uses the term "Query"; but
the concept is the same. FileMaker "files", in version 7 and above, are equivalent
to MySQL "databases", and so forth. To avoid confusing the reader, one consistent
set of terms is used throughout this article.

However, the basic terms "record" and "field" are used in nearly every flat
file database implementation.

• Data types:Each column in a database table such as the one above is ordinarily
restricted to a specific data type. Such restrictions are usually established by
convention, but not formally indicated unless the data is transferred to
a relational database system.

• Separated columns:In the above example, individual columns are separated
using whitespace characters. This is also called indentation or "fixed-width"
data formatting. Another common convention is to separate columns using one
or more delimiter characters. More complex solutions are markup and
programming languages.

• Relational algebra:Each row or record in the above table meets the standard
definition of a tuple under relational (the above example depicts a series of 3-
tuples). Additionally, the first row specifies the field names that are associated
with the values of each row.

• Database management system:Since the formal operations possible with a
text file are usually more limited than desired, the text in the above example
would ordinarily represent an intermediary state of the data prior to being
transferred into a database management system.
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44. GNUTELLA NETWORK

Its substantial user base and open architecture make it a good large-scale,
if uncontrolled, test bed. We captured the network's topology, generated traffic,
and dynamic behavior to determine its connectivity structure and how well (if at
all) Gnutella's overlay network topology maps to the physical Internet
infrastructure. Our analysis of the network allowed us to evaluate costs and
benefits of the peer-to-peer (P2P) approach and to investigate possible
improvements that would allow better scaling and increased reliability in Gnutella
and similar networks. A mismatch between Gnutella's overlay network topology
and the Internet infrastructure has critical performance implications

Developed in a 14 days “quick hack” by Nullsoft (winamp)

Originally intended for exchange of recipes

Evolution of Gnutella

Published under GNU General Public License on the Nullsoft web server
Taken off after a couple of hours by AOL (owner of Nullsoft)
This was enough to “infect” the Internet

Gnutella protocol was reverse engineered from downloaded versions of the
original Gnutella software
Third-party clients were published and Gnutella started to spread

BASED ON MESSAGE FLOODING

Typical values C=4, TTL=7
One request leads to messages
Hooking up to the Gnutella systems requires that a new peer knows at least one
Gnutella host
(gnutellahosts.com:6346; outside the Gnutella protocol specification)
Neighbors are found using a basic discovery protocol (ping-pong messages)
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Gnutella: Protocol Message Types

TYPE DESCRIPTION
CONTAINED

INFORMATION

Ping Announce Availability  And Probe
For Other Servents

None

Pong Response To A Ping

Ip Address And Port # Of
Responding Servent;

Number And Total Kb Of
Files Shared

Query Search Request
Minimum Network

Bandwidth Of Responding
Servents ;Search Criteria

Query Hit
Returned By Servents That Have

The Requested File

Ip Address. Port# And
Network Bandwidth Of
Responding Servent ;

Number Of Result And
Result Set

Push
File Download Requests For
Servents Behind A Firewall

Servents Identifier ;Index
Of Requested File ;Ip

Address And Port To Send
File .

CONNECTIVITY IN GNUTELLA

Follows a power-law distribution: P(k) ~ k-g

k number of links a node is connected to, g constant (e.g. g=2)
distribution independent of number of nodes N
preferential attachment
low connected nodes follow a constant distribution (?): more robust.
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45. GOOGLE DRIVE
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Ownership and Licensing
Google has one unified set of terms of service and privacy policy for all its

products. According to CNET, unlike competing servicesDrop box and One
Drive, Google has broad rights to reproduce, use, and create derivative works from
content stored on the Google Drive, via a license from its users. This license is
perpetual even after the user removes the material.
Google Drive for Education

Google Drive for Education was announced on September 30, 2014. It was
made available for free to all Google Apps for Education users. It includes
unlimited storage and support for individual files up to 5TB in size.
Popularity

On November 12, 2013, Google announced that Google Drive had 120
million active users, a figure that the company was releasing for the first time. On
June 25, 2014 at the Google I/O conference, Sundar Pichai announced that Google
Drive now had 190 million monthly active users, and that it was being used by
58% of the Fortune 500 companies as well as by 72 of the top universities.
Data safety and privacy

Some of the issues that have to be considered to see if Google Drive is
"enterprise-ready" include:

• Encryption of data in transit and storage
• Service Level Agreements (regarding electronic discovery and incident

management)
• Audit trails for users and administrators
• Data segregation and data isolation

Presentations
Presentations created in Google Slides can be up to 100 MB – which is

about 400 slides. Uploaded presentation files that are converted into Google Slides
format can be up to 50 MB.
Spreadsheets

All the limits on spreadsheets have been removed in the newer version of
Google Sheets. In the older version, there could have been a maximum of 256
columns per sheet and 200 sheets per workbook, with 400,000 cells in all.

Uploaded spreadsheet files that are converted to Google Sheets format
cannot be larger than 20 MB, and need to be under 400,000 cells and 256 columns
per sheet.
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